
Working principle:  
This product adopts one DC 1.5V AA battery to supply power for the motor. Through the push switch 
to realize the shaving function. 
 
Features:  
1. Distinctive shaver head design: floating shaver head designed, cling to different kinds of face 

and can shave thoroughly, clear the whiskers more thoroughly. 
2. Perfect combination, light weight and high efficiency.  
3. Delicate appearance, long lifespan and convenient to carry and use. 
 
Main Technical Parameters:  
Shaving time of one 1.5V AA battery: 180- 280 mins 
Main parts life-span 

The whole unit  ≥5 Years 
The plastic part  ≥5 Years 

Size and Weight 

Product size  32mm×28mm×113mm 
Product weight 36g 

Others： 

Specification of built-in battery 1.5V AA battery 

Operation Method: 
1. Remove the protective cover, push the switch up to shave. 
2. To get the best shaving effect, please tauten skin, so that keep the beard straight, then to 

reverse slow-moving in the direction of beard growth. 
3. The shaving effect will be the best when the face is dry, so please shave before or some time 

after the face washing. Your skin may take some time to adapt to the shaving system.  
4. Push the switch down to turn off the shave, and put on the protective cover to avoid damage. 
5. Don’t use it in case that shaver head is damaged, as it may hurt your skin. 

Cleaning, replacing the battery: 
1. Rinse the shaver head regularly. Turn off the shave before cleaning. 
2. As the figure shows, rotate the cover of shaver head anticlockwise, open it and clean the 

whisker. Remove, assemble and clean the shaving unit carefully in order to avoid damage. 
3. You can change the battery while cleaning. As figure shows, push the battery cover down, put 

on the battery cover after replacing the battery. (pay attention to anode and cathode) 
Cautions: 
1. Do not rinse it with running water. 
2. Do not put this product in a place where temperature is high and moist. 
3. We do not give notice again if the parameter of this product changed. 
4. We reserve the right to final interpretation of this product. 
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